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LOVE BOOKS TOURS
About
My name is Kelly and I am the founder of Love Books Tours. I
live on the outskirts of Edinburgh with my two cats, Pawkey
and Poppet. I am an award winning book blogger and I
started Love Books Tours back in 2018. I wanted to help
authors get their books to readers. In my spare time I review
for my own blog at www.lovebooksgroup.com

What do I do?
I offer a range of services to offer the best reach for your book.
I am flexible and can cater to your needs. We can work
together to get the very best promotion for your brand as an author.

My Stats
I have a large, established book tour database of over 1900 book bloggers and bookstagrammers. My
average weekly reach on Twitter is 4.3 million and I have a mailing list with 31,000 readers.

Marketing Services
All my services work for new or previously released titles. Save yourself hours of contacting bloggers for
reviews and let me do the work for you. I work with all genres from anywhere in the world.
You can be self published or traditionally published. I work directly with authors and with publishers. We
have worked with Pan Macmillian USA, Canelo, O’Mara Books, Fledgling Press, Cayelle Publishing,
Leamington Books and many more.
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Cover Reveal
A one - three day promotional event perfect to highlight your pre-order link.
celebrate the unveiling of your cover on social medial.

Our hosts will

For this service we require a high-resolution cover, blurb and social media handles.
Without Instagram Adverts - £80
With Instagram Adverts £100

Publication Day Blitz
A one day promotional event to celebrate publication day. My hosts will post the cover and blurb
of the book on social media.
For this service we require a high-resolution cover, blurb and social media handles.
Without Instagram Adverts - £80
With Instagram Adverts £100

Out Now Blitz
A one - three day promotional event to boost sales. My hosts will post the cover and blurb of the
book on social media.
For this service we require a high-resolution cover, blurb and social media handles.
Without Instagram Adverts - £80
With Instagram Adverts £100

Instagram
Twitter
Website
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Book/Blog Tours
A dedicated tour promoted across our social media channels, including TikTok, Instagram, Twitter and
Facebook. The dates are set in advance; each book blogger or bookstagrammer will feature either a book
review or a content feature.
Book tours can be for new titles or previously tiles that would like a boost of publicity.
Your tour includes a tour schedule for social media as well as a client report at the end of the tour.
We supply the tour poster graphic as part of the package.
We ask the hosts to post their reviews to Amazon and Goodreads at the end of the tour.
You can choose to include print copies with your tour.
For this service we require a high-resolution cover, blurb and digital book.
7-day tour - 7 to 14 hosts
£130
10-day tour -10 to 30 hosts
£180
14-day tour - 14 to 56 hosts
£260
Extra weeks may be added if there is a lot of interest in your tour.
We now offer a follow up service after the tour where you can connect with your reviewers via a half hour
private zoom chat. A great opportunity to ask questions and receive honest feedback. The cost of this
service is £30
A host is the book blogger or bookstagrammer taking part.
All of our services are booked and paid for and prepared in advance. We have a no refunds policy unless
we were unable to ll a tour or service. In this case we would refund in full. Authors understand and agree
that the number of bloggers are approximations and may vary, and that some reviewers may withdraw for
reasons beyond our control. Authors understand that reviews will be honest and are not guaranteed to be
positive. Authors understand that some reviewers may decide to post a 'spotlight/content' post rather than a
review.
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Audiobook Tours
7-day tour - £130- up to 40 codes - UK/USA
10-day tour - £180 - up to 60 codes UK/USA
Use up those codes you have that came with your audiobook. Let us turn them into book reviews!

Read-along Campaign
A month long campaign with up to 30 - 50 hosts. For this service print copies are required. Over
the month period our hosts are asked to talk about and review the book on their social media. We
also ask the author to prepare 10 question cards about the book that the hosts can answer during
their time with the book.

Graphics are included in the package. Hosts will be required to post their review on Amazon and
Goodreads at the end of the read-along.

£475

Testimonials
Visit https://lovebooksgroup.com/testimonial/ for full range of
testimonies from our clients.
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Let’s Connect
If you can complete a booking form and return it to
lovebookstours@gmail.com,
Please let us know if you would like to pay by bank transfer or PayPal.

Download the booking form here.
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